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Once upon a time… 
Executing the good ideas!

Fiscal Consolidation
A pessimistic – yet realistic – macro-economic scenario, 
bra e meas res to contain p blic e pendit re and to 

Nevertheless, the increase of indirect taxation has been 
lower than initially expected owing to the fact that social 

brave measures to contain public expenditure and to 
increase the fiscal revenue, along with a stimulus for 
competitiveness, give some degree of comfort about the 
probability of complying with the demanding budgetary 
targets.

Public expenditure will be severely reduced owing to the 
elimination of the Holiday and Christmas subsidies for 
i il l f h d i

contributions have not been reduced. A stimulus for 
competitiveness comes from the increase of working 
hours and the revision of the causes and consequences of 
the termination of labour contracts. 

The significant increase of taxation will inevitably lead to 
an increase of tax fraud and tax evasion, which justifies 
the reinforcement and hardening of sanctions. Such 

civil servants, employees of the State-owned companies 
and pensioners. However, more demanding cuts in public 
consumption and public investment are yet expected.

Not altogether a surprise, considering the Troika’s 
Memorandum of Understanding, has been the 
substantially reduced application of the VAT intermediate 
rate. The VAT rate applicable to some non-essential goods 

g
reinforcement, along with the necessity of increasing tax 
revenue and the requirement of repatriation of capital 
under the previous programme, has also justified a new 
tax amnesty (“RERT III”).

Signs
Even if marked by a recessionary macro-economic context 
and by fiscal measures that go even beyond what would be pp g

and services has been increased from the minimum rate to 
the normal rate, other taxes on consumption have been 
significantly raised and a new tax on electricity 
consumption has been introduced. In addition, special tax 
rates, tax deductions for individuals and tax benefits that 
were applicable to all sorts of taxes have been severely 
reduced.  

and by fiscal measures that go even beyond what would be 
strictly necessary to achieve the macro-economic goals, 
the State Budget also includes some signals that the fiscal 
policy will also seek to promote economic growth and 
employment as soon as possible. Such signals include: the 
maintenance of the special tax regimes for holding 
companies, corporate restructurings, job creation, R&D 
(“SIFIDE”) and general (“RFAI”) investment, as well as 
the simplification of procedures for obtaining a ruling 

The fiscal consolidation will also require a significant 
additional effort from companies and families with higher 
incomes. The following measures have been introduced: 
surcharge of 3% for companies with profits above 
1,5 million euros, which increases by a further 2% on 
profits above 10 million euros. The tax rate for individuals 
with annual income above 153 300 euros will be increased 
by 2 5%  capital gains taxation increases to 21 5% and all 

the simplification of procedures for obtaining a ruling 
from the tax authorities.  

3

by 2.5%, capital gains taxation increases to 21.5% and all 
deductions for individuals with income equal or above    
66 045 euros have been abolished.
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Introduction

Notwithstanding… 
However, the Budget could have gone further in 
promoting real economic stimulus without creating new 

Finally, in line with the Memorandum, the adaptation is 
also awaited of the fiscal rules applicable to the 
Autonomous Regions (Madeira and the Azores).

tax benefits, such as: clarification of the (effective) 
taxation of received dividends, as well as capital gains 
earned by pure holding companies regarding 
shareholdings below 5% in listed companies, maintenance 
of the shareholders’ benefits for entities operating in 
Madeira’s International Business Centre and introduction 
of a new VAT system, upon receivables, when supplying 
goods or services to the public sector. 

Final comments
The proposed Budget is a good budget to rapidly achieve, 
at least, a net zero primary balance. However, to achieve 
the budgetary goals, it must not be forgotten that it is also 
fundamental to promote economic growth and 
employment and, therefore, it is vital to reform the public 
sector, promote business financing and perform well in goods or services to the public sector. 

The increase of the taxation on the ownership of real 
estate, even considering the expected reduction of the 
taxation on the acquisition of real estate in 2013, is not 
expected to improve the renting market, as the landlords 
will probably pass on the increase in the amount of the 
rent charged and because this market is mainly dependent 
on the changes in the regime of rent increases and the 

sector, promote business financing and perform well in 
foreign markets.

Additionally, a good budget is not enough, since the 
challenges may not be overcome only with the 
introduction of new legislation. Our traditional preference 
for excellence in the “law in books” needs to be 
accompanied by excellent “law in action”.

on the changes in the regime of rent increases and the 
regime of evictions. On the other hand, the increase of the 
cost of holding real estate will only aggravate the actual 
stock of real estate for sale. In this context, a revision of 
the legal regime for Real Estate Investment Funds for 
Housing Leases, eliminating the buying option attributed 
to the lessee, is becoming an urgent issue. 

In addition  according to sim lations  the effecti e 

In other words, from either the revenue or the prevention 
perspectives, just as with public expenditure, a full, good 
and rapid execution is necessary. 

In addition, according to simulations, the effective 
taxation of families with mid-range incomes, in spite of 
the reduction of tax deductions and benefits, by means of  
the change of the additional solidarity tax rate, seems to 
be lower.

From either the revenue or the 
prevention perspectives  just as with prevention perspectives, just as with 
public expenditure, a full, good and 
rapid execution is necessary.
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Macro-economic forecasts - 2012 Macro-economic forecasts - 2011

Budget
2012

Bank of
Portugal

European
Commission

IMF OECD
Budget

2011
Bank of

Portugal
European

Commission
IMF OECD

Introduction

2012 Portugal Commission 2011 Portugal Commission

GDP Growth -2.8 -2.2 -1.8 -1.8 -1.5 0.2 -1.9 -2.2 -2.2 -2.1

Private Consumption -4.8 -3.6 -3.7 -3.7 -3.7 -0.5 -3.8 -4.4 -4.6 -4.1

Public consumption -6.2 -4.1 -4.6 -4.6 -5.6 -8.8 -3.3 -4.1 -4 -7.2

Gross Fixed Capital 
Formation (GFCF)

-9.5 -10.8 -9.0 -9.2 -6.7 -2.7 -11.4 -11.4 -11.4 -10

Exports 4.8 4.8 6.5 6.5 7.4 7.3 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.4

Imports -4.3 -2.8 -2.0 -2.0 -1.8 -1.7 -4.1 -4.9 -4.9 -4.8

Domestic demand - -5.0 -4.7 -4.8 -4.8 - -5.6 -6.2 -6.1 -6.0

Net external demand - 2.7 3.1 3.0 3.2 - 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.9

Inflation rate 3.1 2.4 2.0 2.1 1.3 2.2 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.3

Unemployment rate 13.4 - 12.9 13.4 12.7 10.8 - 12.1 12.2 11.7

Budget balance – public
sector (% GDP)

-4.5 - -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -4.6 - -5.9 -5.9 -5.9

Gross public debt
(% GDP)

110.5 - 106.2 111.8 - 86.6 - 101.1 106 -

Current account balance -3.9 -3.1 -4.6 -6.4 -5.5 - -6.9 -7.2 -8.6 -7.8

Source: State Budget 2012, Economy Ministry and PwC analysis

Source 2010 2011 2012

Brent prices (US$/bbl) NYMEX 80,2 111.7 108.6

Short term interest rate (annual average. %) (a) Bank of Portugal 0.8 1.3 1.0

Long term interest rate (annual average. %) (b) Adjustment programme 5.3 6.4 5.0

Exchange rate EUR/USD (annual average) ECB 1.33 1.40 1.39

(a) Euribor 3 months
(b) National Bonds 10 years

2010 2011 2012

GDP – Expenditure side
• PIB  

- Private Consumption
1.4 -1.9 -2.8

2 3 3 5 4 8

Source: National Institute of Statistics and Ministry of Finance

- Private Consumption
- Public Consumption
- Investiment (GFCF)
- Exports
- Imports

2.3 -3.5 -4.8
1.3 -5.2 -6.2

-4.9 -10.6 -9.5

8.8 6.7 4.8

5.1 -4.5 -4.3

Evolution of Prices
• GDP deflator
• CPI

1.1 1.0 1.7

1.4 3.5 3.11.4 3.5 3.1

Evolution of labour market
• Employment
• Unemployment rate (%)
• Productivity

-1.5 -1.5 -1.0
10.8 12.5 13.4

2.9 -0.3 -1.8

Current and capital accounts balance (% GDP)
• Net external financing requirements -8.4 -6.7 -2.5

5PwC 5

Source: National Institute of Statistics and Ministry of Finance

- Current account balance
- Of which Goods account balance
- Capital account balance

-9.7 -7.9 -3.9
-10.0 -8.4 -5.5

1.4 1.2 1.4
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1
Corporate Income Tax

Deduction of tax losses
The State Budget Proposal for 2012 foresees the extension 
from 4 to 5 years of the tax-loss carry forward period 

Fiscal year
The maintenance of a tax period different from the civil 
year for a minimum period of 5 years is not applicable if 

(although only applicable to tax losses assessed in or after 
1 January 2012).

However, it is no longer possible to fully offset the total 
amount of taxable profit with tax losses from prior years. 
In fact, this deduction will be limited to 75% of the taxable 
profit assessed in the relevant fiscal year (this limitation is 
applicable as of 2012).

the taxpayer is transferred to a group of companies with 
consolidated financial statements, in which the holding 
company has a fiscal year different from the one that was 
being adopted by the taxpayer.

Collective persons of public utility and social 
solidarity
The exemption from CIT (Corporate Income Tax) is no applicable as of 2012).

The adjustment of the tax losses declared by the taxpayer 
may generate additional CIT assessments or annulments if 
within a five-year term as of the fiscal year to which the 
taxable profit relates and from which the tax losses now 
adjusted have been deducted.

The deduction of tax losses for three consecutive fiscal 

The exemption from CIT (Corporate Income Tax) is no 
longer applicable to entities “connected” to private 
institutions of social solidarity, i.e. religious organisations 
and institutions which, beyond the religious purposes, 
also develop social solidarity activities.

Depreciable assets
The depreciation and amortisation of non-consumable 
biological assets is now expressly tax deductible The deduction of tax losses for three consecutive fiscal 

year shall no longer depend from legal certification by the 
statutory accountant. The revocation of this rule retroacts 
to the date in which it entered into force (1 January 2011). 

The tax losses deduction limitation of 75% of the taxable 
profit is also applicable to the groups of companies taxed 
under the fiscal consolidation regime (not only to the tax 
losses assessed before the regime  b t also to the ta  

biological assets is now expressly tax deductible.

This measure marks the end of the incoherence between 
the table attached to the Decree 25/2009, which 
establishes the tax regulatory regime for depreciation, and 
the CIT Code, as the table determined the depreciation 
rates for non-consumable biological assets, while the CIT 
Code disallowed such depreciation for tax purposes.

losses assessed before the regime, but also to the tax 
losses assessed under the regime).

Payments to non-residents subject to a more 
favourable tax regime
Payments made or due, indirectly, to non-resident entities 
subject to a more favourable tax regime, when the taxable 
person has or should have had knowledge of the final 

i h ill b d d ibl

IT equipment
Impairment losses resulting from the write-off in 2012 of 
invoicing software and computer equipment, which are to 
be replaced as a result of new requirements for software 
certification, are fully deductible for tax purposes without 
the need of approval by the tax authorities.

ddi i h i i i f hi f i d purpose given to such payments, will be non-deductible 
for tax purposes, except if the taxpayer demonstrates that 
such charges relate to genuine transactions and are not of 
an abnormal or exaggerated amount.

Such knowledge is presumed whenever there are special 
relations between the taxpayer and the entities subject to 
the more favourable tax regime or between the taxpayer 

In addition, the acquisition of this type of equipment and 
software in 2012 may be totally tax deducted in the period.

and the legal representative, fiduciary or intermediary.

7State Budget 2012      PwC 7



1
Corporate Income Tax

“Clarity was expected 
i  h  i  

Attribution of profits to non-residents entities 
subject to a more favourable tax regime (CFC)
CFC rules are also applicable whenever the profits or 

concerning the taxation 
of dividends and capital 
gains income by holding 
companies (SGPS) on 
shareholdings under 5% 

income resulting from an indirect holding is achieved 
through a legal representative, fiduciary or intermediary. 

Nevertheless, the CFC regime shall no longer be 
applicable to entities resident in the European Union (EU) 
or in the European Economic Area (EEA) when the 
incorporation and functioning of such controlled entities 
has valid economic reasons and the entity develops 

in listed entities.” 

Jorge Figueiredo, Tax Partner

has valid economic reasons and the entity develops 
agricultural, commercial, industrial or services activities.

Additionally, the tax credit for international double 
taxation not used due to insufficient tax due may no 
longer be carried forward to subsequent tax periods.

Fiscal consolidation: scope and terms
The parent company will be responsible for demonstrating 

State surcharge
The State surcharge is aggravated, not only by the increase 
of the rate, but also by the extension of the assessment 
base.

Therefore, contrarily to the present single rate of 2.5%, 
li bl  t  th  t f t bl  fit  th t d   

The parent company will be responsible for demonstrating 
that the requirements for the application of the fiscal 
consolidation regime are fulfilled.

Rates
CIT will now be levied at the single rate of 25% as, the 
12.5% rate, presently applicable to taxable profits equal or 
below 12 500 euros, has been revoked. 

applicable to the part of taxable profits that exceeds 2 
million euros, the State Budget Proposal introduced two 
taxation brackets: the first, with a 3% rate, applicable to 
the part of taxable profits between 1.5 million and 10 
million euros, and another bracket, with a 5% rate, 
applicable to the part of taxable profits that exceeds 10 
million euros.

A new 30% rate is applicable to capital income paid or 
made available to non-resident entities, without a 
permanent establishment in Portugal, which are resident 
in a country, territory or region subject to a clearly more 
favourable tax regime.

Autonomous tax rates
h li i f h i d Furthermore, the rules for calculating the additional 

payments on account were revised accordingly. 
Consequently, a rate of 2.5% is applicable to the part of 
taxable profits between 1.5 million and 10 million euros
and a 4.5% rate is applicable to the part of taxable profit 
that exceeds 10 million euros, always with reference to the 
previous fiscal year. 

The application of the increased autonomous tax rate on 
undocumented expenses (70%) is extended to the entities 
with income subject to the tax on gambling.

The new rules on the calculation of the State surcharge 
and the corresponding payments on account are 
applicable to fiscal years 2012 and 2013.

8State Budget 2012      PwC 8



1
Corporate Income Tax

Local surcharge computation in fiscal 
consolidation
It has been clarified that, whenever the fiscal 

Simplified accounting regime
The simplified accounting regime will only be applicable 
to the entities with their head office or effective place of 

consolidation regime is applicable, the local surcharge 
should be individually computed by each of the companies 
included in the regime, as it has been the opinion of the 
tax authorities, and not at the level of the group’s taxable 
income.

Financial sector contribution
The financial sector contribution is extended to 2012.

management in Portuguese territory that do not primarily 
develop a commercial, industrial or agricultural activity 
and with a total income in each of the previous two years 
that does not exceed 150 000 euros, provided that the 
taxpayer does not opt for having organised accounting 
when assessing the taxable profit related to those 
activities.

The financial sector contribution is extended to 2012.

In addition to the deposits included in the Deposits 
Guarantee Fund, the deposits comprised in the Guarantee 
Fund of the Mutual Agricultural Credit may also be 
deducted from the assessment base. 

Tax representation of non-resident entities
The appointment of a tax representative for non-resident 
entities without a permanent establishment in Portugal 
that obtain income derived from Portugal, is not 
mandatory whenever the entity is resident in the EU or in 
the EEA.

Cooperation duties of the official bodies and Cooperation duties of the official bodies and 
other entities
The submission of a return to the tax authorities, until the 
end of February, reporting the non-refundable subsidies 
and grants paid to taxpayers in the previous year is now 
mandatory.

9State Budget 2012      PwC 9
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2
Personal Income Tax

Rates
The personal income tax (PIT) table has remained 
unchanged with both the income brackets and the 

Lunch allowance
The lunch allowance excluded from taxation on personal 
income is reduced from 6.41 to 5.55 euros. 

applicable rates remaining unaltered.

The capital gains obtained by Portuguese residents on the 
sale of company shares and other securities are now taxed 
at a rate of 21.5% (previously, 20%).

Rental income earned by non-residents in Portuguese 
territory is taxed at a rate of 16.5% (previously, 15%).

Lunch allowances paid through coupons that exceed 6.83 
euros are now taxable. Currently, the exempt limit is 7.26
euros. 

Termination of employment contract 
compensations
For most employees, the parcel of the compensation due territory is taxed at a rate of 16.5% (previously, 15%).

Investment income paid or made available to recipients 
resident in the Portuguese territory by non-resident 
entities that also do not have a permanent establishment 
in the Portuguese territory, but which are domiciled in a 
blacklisted jurisdiction, are liable to a tax rate of 30%, 
either by withholding tax or by the application of a special 
rate

For most employees, the parcel of the compensation due 
upon termination of the employment contract that is 
excluded from taxation is reduced. This parcel will now be 
calculated considering the average regular taxable salary 
received in the previous 12 months, multiplied by the 
number of years, or fraction thereof, in which the taxpayer 
was employed by the debtor entity. Currently, the parcel 
excluded from taxation is equivalent to one and a half 
times that value rate.

Investment income paid or made available to the entities 
mentioned above by residents in Portuguese territory are 
liable to a withholding final flat rate of 30%. 

Additional solidarity rate
An additional solidarity rate of 2.5% for taxpayers with 
ta able income abo e 153 300 e ros is foreseen  

times that value.

It has been clarified that compensation received by public 
sector managers and permanent establishment 
representatives is liable to taxation on the total amount, 
similar to the regime applicable to company directors and 
board members. 

Loans not granted b  the emplo er taxable income above 153 300 euros is foreseen. 

This rate only applies to fiscal years 2012 and 2013.

Loans not granted by the employer
In the case of loans granted to the employee by other 
entities other than the employer, the parcel of interest 
supported by the employer will now be considered as 
income in kind.

General Rates 2012 (additional solidarity rate excluded)

State Budget 2012 Mainland

Taxable Income (Euros) Tax Rate (%) Deductible Amount (Euros)

Up to 4 898.00 11.50% 0.00

Between 4 898.00 and 7 410.00 14.00% 122.45

Between 7 410.00 and18 375.00 24.50% 900.50

Between 18 375.00 and 42 259.00 35.50% 2 921.75

Between 42 259.00 and 61 244.00 38.00% 3 978.23

Between 61 244.00 and 66 045.00 41.50% 6 121.77

Between 66 045.00 and 153 300.00 43.50% 7 442.67

11State Budget 2012      PwC
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Tax Credits 2011 2012

2
Personal Income Tax

Amounts in Euros Married Not married Married Not married

Tax credits in respect of taxpayers and their relatives

i) Taxpayer 522.50 261.25 522.50 261.25 

ii) Single-parent taxpayers - 380.00 - 380.00

iii) Dependants 190.00 190.00 190.00  190.00 
Dependants <= 3 years on December 31 of the year to which the tax relates 380.00 380.00 380.00  380.00 

iv) Ancestors actually living in the same household with the taxpayer who do not receive 
income greater than the minimum pension payable under the general regime

261.25 261.25 261.25 261.25 

v) Only one ancestor actually living in the same household with the taxpayer who does not 
receive income greater than the minimum pension payable under the general regime

403.75 403.75 403.75 403.75 

People with disabilities

i) For each taxpayer (1) 3 800.00 1 900.00 (1) 3 800.00 1 900.00

ii) For each dependant with disability 712.50 712.50 712.50 712.50 

iii) For each ancestor with disability 712.50 712.50 712.50 712.50 

iv) 30% of education and rehabilitation expenditures No limit No limit No limit No limit

15% of 15% of computed 15%of computed
15%of 

v) 25% of life assurance premiums or contributions paid to credit unions
15% of 

computed
income

15% of computed
income

15%of computed
income

computed
income

- Age-related retirement contributions 130.00 65.00 130.00 65.00

Health Expenses

The following expenses are creditable: 30% of deduction 10% of deduction

a) Acquisition of goods and services which are exempt from VAT or that are liable to the 
reduced VAT rate of 5/6%;

No limit No limit (2) 838.4 (2) 838.44

65 00 65 00 65 00
b) Acquisition of other goods and services duly justified with a medical prescription

65.00
or 2.5% of a),

whichever is 
higher

65.00
or 2.5% of  a), 

whichever is higher

65.00
or 2.5% of  a), 

whichever is 
higher

65.00
or 2.5% of  a), 

whichever is 
higher

c) The health expenses limit shall be increased for households with three or more dependants
in their care, for each dependant, in:

- - 125.77 125.77

Education and training expenditures

i) 30% of amounts spent up to a limit of: 760.00 760.00 760.00 760.00 

ii) In households with three or more dependants in their care the limit referred to in i) shall beii) In households with three or more dependants in their care the limit referred to in i) shall be 
increased, for each dependant, in:

142.50 142.50 142.50 142.50 

Nursing home fees

25% of charges for homes and institutions to support the taxpayer, ancestors and relatives 
until the third degree who do not have income above the minimum monthly wage

403.75 403.75 403.75 403.75 

Life insurance and personal accident premiums

25% of the amount spent with personal accident insurance and life assurance covering only 
risks of death, disability and retirement due to age, in the latter case where benefits may be 

Repealed - Only in place for 
professions involving rapid wear and 

Repealed - Only in place for 
professions involving rapid wear 

received only after 55 years of age and 5 years of contract tear and people with disability and tear and people with disability

Alimony

20% of the amount spent 1 048.05 per month, for beneficiary 419.22 per month, for beneficiary

“I t t d ti f“Important reduction of
deductions and tax benefits
for families, without
brackets update”

Leendert Verschoor  Tax Partner

12State Budget 2012      PwC
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Tax Credits 2011 2012

2
Personal Income Tax

Amounts in Euros Married Not married Married Not married

Real estate costs (3)

For 2011, a tax credit of 30% of the following expenditures:

a) Interest and repayment of debts incurred on the acquisition, construction or 
improvement of permanent private residential property used as the taxpayer’s 
permanent private residence, or rent (paid) (except for repayments made using 
savings account balances)

591.00 591.00 
-

-

b) Installments payable as a result of contracts entered into with housingb) Installments payable as a result of contracts entered into with housing 
cooperatives or under the group purchasing regime, for the purchase of residential 
property for use as the (taxpayer’s) personal and permanent residence or rental 
paid in respect of a tenant's duly substantiated permanent residence

591.00 591.00 - -

c) Amounts, net of subsidies or official contributions, expended by way of rent in 
respect of a permanent home

591.00 591.00 - -

The limits set out in paragraphs a) and b) are increased as follows: 

- Taxable income up to 2nd bracket - 50%, 886.50 886.50 - -

- Taxable income up to 3rd bracket  - 20%, 709.20 709.20 - -

- Taxable income up to 4th bracket  - 10%. 650.10 650.10 - -

For 2012, a tax credit of 15% of the following expenditures:

a) Debt interests, for contracts concluded  until 31 December  2011, incurred on 
the acquisition, construction or improvement of permanent private residential 
property used as the taxpayer’s permanent private residence, or rent (paid) in 
respect of a tenant's duly substantiated permanent residence

-
- 591.00 591.00 

b) Installments payable as a result of contracts concluded  31 December 2011 with 
housing cooperatives or under the group purchasing regime, for the purchase of 
residential property for use as the (taxpayer’s) personal and permanent residence - - 591 00 591 00residential property for use as the (taxpayer s) personal and permanent residence 
or rental paid in respect of a tenant's duly substantiated permanent residence, to 
the extent in which they refer to interests of related debt

- - 591.00 591.00 

c) Amounts expended by a way of rent under a leasing contract concluded  of 31 
December 2011 in respect of a personal and permanent residence  under the 
Urban Rental Regime, to the extent that it does not constitute repayment of capital

- - 591.00 591.00 

d) Amounts , expended by a way of rent , net of subsidies or official contributions,
concerning an urban real estate or fraction for permanent housing under the Urban 
Rental Regime or the New Urban Rental Regime

The limits set out in paragraphs a), b) and c) are increased as follows:The limits set out in paragraphs a), b) and c) are increased as follows: 

- Taxable income up to 2nd bracket - 50%, - - 886.50 886.50 

- Taxable income up to 3rd bracket  - 20%, - - 709.20 709.20 

- Taxable income up to 4th bracket  - 10%. - - 650.10 650.10 

Retirement Savings Funds and Retirement Savings Plans (4)

Tax credit of 20% of the amount invested  

i)  People under 35 years 800.00 400.00 800.00 400.00 

ii)  People between 35 and 50 years 700.00 350.00 700.00 350.00 

iii)  People above 50 years 600.00 300.00 600.00 300.00 

Renewable energy equipment deductions

Tax credit of 30% of the amount spent in the acquisition 803.00 803.00 - -

Health insurance premiums

Health insurance premiums expenditures
30% with a limit of 

170.00 
30% with a limit of 

85.00
10% with a limit of 

100.00 
10% with a limit 

of 50.00 

For each dependant accrue 43.00 43.00 25.00 25.00 

Donations

Tax credit of 25% :

i) Central, regional or local administration;  Foundations (with conditions) No limit No limit No limit No limit

ii) Donations to other entities 
15% of computed

income
15% of computed

income
15% of computed

income

15% of 
computed

income

Capitalisation Public Regime

13PwC State Budget 2012      
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Tax credit of 20% of the amount invested in individual accounts managed under the 
capitalisation public regime

700.00 350.00  700.00 350.00  



Limits to tax credits and tax benefits 2011 2012

2
Personal Income Tax

Limits to aggregate computed income deductions (5) (6)

- taxable income within the 1st bracket No limit No limit

- taxable income within the 2nd bracket No limit No limit

- taxable income within the 3rd bracket No limit (7) 1 250.00 

- taxable income within the 4th bracket No limit (7) 1 200.00 

- taxable income within the 5th bracket No limit (7) 1 150.00 

t bl i ithi th 6th b k t N li it (7) 1 100 00- taxable income within the 6th bracket No limit (7) 1 100.00 

- taxable income within the 7th bracket
1.666% of the taxable income

with a limit of 1 100.00
0.00

- taxable income within the 8th bracket Limit of 1 100.00 0.00 

Limits to tax benefits deductible to computed income

- taxable income within the 1st bracket No limit No limit

- taxable income within the 2nd bracket No limit No limit

- taxable income within the 3rd bracket 100.00 100.00 

- taxable income within the 4th bracket 80.00 80.00 

- taxable income within the 5th bracket 60.00 60.00 

- taxable income within the 6th bracket 50.00 50.00 

- taxable income within the 7th bracket 50.00 50.00 

- taxable income within the 8th bracket 0.00 0.00 

(1) Assuming that both taxpayers are people with disabilities. 
(2) This limit applies to paragraphs a) and b)
(3) If the immovable property is classified within A or A+ category under the energetic certificate, the tax credit limit is increased in 10%
(4) Amounts invested after pensioning-off date are not deductible
(5) Health expenses, education and training expenditures, nursing home fees and costs with immovable property are included
(6) Health expenses, education and training expenditures, nursing home fees, costs with immovable property and alimony are included
(7) These limits are increased by 10% for each dependant or civil godson, which is not a taxpayer 

Tax credits
Tax credits will suffer significant limitations. One of the 

j  h  i  h  d i  f h   d d ibl  

Tax credits in respect of alimony are still 20% of the 
amount spent but with a limit of 419.22 euros per month 

d f  h b fi i  Th  li i  f  i  h   major changes is the reduction of the amount deductible 
concerning health expenses from 30% to 10%, with a limit 
of 838.44 euros (twice the social support index: 419.22 
euros).

Nevertheless, for households with 3 or more dependants, 
the health expenses limit shall be increased by 
125.77 euros, for each dependant.

and for each beneficiary. The limit foreseen in the current 
legislation is 1 048.05 euros.

Deductions for health insurance premiums are reduced 
from 30% to 10%. Additionally, the deduction limit for 
non married or legally separated, in person and property, 
taxpayers will be decreased from 85 to 50 euros. For 
taxpayers who are married and not legally separated, in 

Foresees the decrease in the tax credit for housing loans 
expenditures from 30% to 15%. Nonetheless, the limit of 
591 euros remains unchanged as well as the possibility of 
an increase considering the taxable income bracket.

Repayments of capital are no longer creditable. In fact, 
only interest under contracts concluded until 31 December 

person and property, the deduction limit will be reduced 
from 170 to 100 euros. The deduction concerning each 
dependant is also reduced from 43 to 25 euros.

New global regressive limits will be instated to tax credits 
in respect of health expenses, education and training 
expenditures, nursing homes fees, immovable property 
expenditures and alimony. The first two brackets of y 3

2011 are deductible. This tax credit, as well as the 
deductions for housing cooperatives expenditures and 
rents paid under leasing contracts, will be progressively 
reduced until 2015. 

Tax credits for rents paid in respect of a tenant's duly 
substantiated permanent residence will also be 
progressively reduced until 2017  These expenditures will 

p y
taxable income are not liable to these limits.
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2
Personal Income Tax

Pensions
The pensions specific deduction was reduced from 6 000 
to 4 104 euros, thereby equal to the deduction applicable 

Tax credits (continuation)
On the other hand, the last two brackets of income are not 
entitled to deduct tax credits. In relation to intermediate 

to employment income. However, considering that 
pensions above 22 500 euros keep a reduction of 20% on 
the difference between the pensions earned and                
22 500 euros, this implies an extra burden of taxation on 
pensions when compared to labour income.

Tax representative
The appointment of a tax representative for non-residents 

brackets (third to sixth bracket), the limit varies between  
1 250 and 1 100 euros. These limits are increased by 10% 
for each dependant that is not a personal income taxpayer.

In case of divorce or separation, when parental 
responsibilities are exercised by both parents, tax credits 
correspond to half of the expenses and have a limit of 50% 
of the maximum legally allowed, in case of health, The appointment of a tax representative for non residents 

in Portuguese territory and residents in other Member 
States of the EU or EEA is no longer mandatory, provided 
that, in this last case, the Member State is bound to 
administrative cooperation in the taxation area, 
equivalent to the one established by the EU.

Obligation to report income paid to non-
residents

of the maximum legally allowed, in case of health, 
education and disability expenses.

Tax benefits
The current global limits established for tax benefits 
remain unchanged. The previous regime of penalty for 
retirement savings plans rescue, beyond terms and 
conditions prescribed by Law is resettled. Computed 
income of the year  of the relevant fact  for PIT purposes  residents

The entities responsible for paying income obtained by 
non-residents in Portuguese territory must now submit, 
by the end of the second month following the payment or  
the date when the income was made available, an official 
return related to that income. Currently, this obligation is 
to be fulfilled by the end of July of the year following the 
payment or of the date when the income was made 
a ailable  in the official ret rn “Modelo 30”

income of the year  of the relevant fact, for PIT purposes, 
with the amounts unduly deducted, increased by 10% for 
each year or fraction since the year when the deduction 
was made. 

It is established that, in the public regime of 
capitalisation, the fiscal regime provided for savings and 
retirement plans is applicable to the amounts paid in the 
form of ital ann it  or resc e of acc m lated capital  available, in the official return “Modelo 30”.

PIT Assessment
The deadline established to assess the PIT is the 31 July 
irrespectively of the term to submit the declaration.

Deduction up to 5% of the VAT Expenses
A legal authorisation is foreseen for the Government to 

i i d l l i

form of vital annuity or rescue of accumulated capital. 

Non habitual residents
The income of categories A (dependent workers) and B 
(income from business and professional activities), 
obtained by individuals that qualify as non habitual 
residents and develop high value activities, are liable to 
withholding tax at a 20% rate (previously, they were liable 

i hh ldi h li bl di approve a regime to incorporate and regulate electronic 
invoicing and other tax relevant documents issue.

Under this authorisation, the Government may create a 
PIT, RET and circulation tax (CIUC) deduction, subject to 
a maximum limit, up to 5% of the VAT paid by taxpayers 
on the acquisition of goods and services.

to withholding tax at the rates applicable to ordinary tax 
residents).

Period to carry-forward losses
The net loss carry-forward period determined in 2012 and 
in the following years, relatively to income from category 
B (income from business and professional activities), 
category F (rental income) and category G (increases in 
wealth due to the sale of immovable property, etc.), 
changes from four to five years.

Agricultural, forestry and pecuniary activities
The exclusion limit for the taxation of income from these 
activities is reduced to 4.5 times the annual value of the 
social support index. 
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3
Social Security

Cumulation regime
The special regime of cumulation of functions in the 
public sector with CGA pensions will now cover social 

Suspension of the value of the social support 
index
For 2012, the update of the social support index (“IAS”) is 

security general pensioners as well as beneficiaries of 
pensions paid by pension funds or public entities pension 
plans. 

Therefore, these beneficiaries will not be able to cumulate 
pensions with remuneration earned from public functions. 
During the performance of public functions, the pensioner 
may choose if it is the pension or the remuneration that 

suspended, thus remaining the value of 419.22 euros.

Pensions
For 2012, the update of pensions and other social benefits  
is suspended.

The value of  invalidity and old age pensions, permanent 
disability for work, death and professional disease may choose if it is the pension or the remuneration that 

are suspended. If the option is not made, the pension is 
suspended. 

Social Security debts
The publication of the list of debtors to the social security 
is allowed, without constituting a violation of the duty of 
confidentiality. 

disability for work, death and professional disease 
pensions and other pensions, subsidies and supplements 
assigned before 1 January 2010, remain the same (with 
the exception of  lower value pensions).

This suspension is not applicable, among others, to the 
minimum pensions of the social security regime and 
agricultural activities special regime pensions.

Individuals may benefit from a special debt payment 
regime, which allows an extension of the instalments 
payment period, if the debtor is not under a reversion of 
execution (legal procedure), the debt does not exceed 50 
units of account (5 100 euros) and a qualified warranty  is 
provided or the taxpayer is authorised not to provide a 
warranty. 

The nominal values of retirement (public and private 
sector) pensions, invalidity and other pensions, subsidies 
and supplements assigned by the public sector retirement 
regime (“CGA”) before 1 January 2012, have also been also 
suspended.

This suspension will not be applicable to pensions indexed 
to the age of acti e orkers  as the  ill also be s bject to the wage of active workers, as they will also be subject 
to the predicted wage reduction. 

The possibility to apply an extraordinary contribution to 
the pensions for retired judges/prosecutors is foreseen. 

In relation to public employees, a discount of 1.5% for 
pensions equal or above the value of  the monthly 

i i i f l di f iminimum wage is foreseen. Presently, a discount of 1% is 
applicable in relation to pensions equal or above 1.5 times 
the monthly minimum wage. 
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3
Social Security

Members of statutory bodies
The concept of members of statutory bodies is detailed. 
Who must be included in this concept is defined in 

Independent workers
In case of restart of activity by independent workers, the 
framework becomes effective on the first day of the month 

relation to members of internal supervisory bodies and 
other statutory bodies of companies. 

In this sense, it has been clarified that those who are not 
mandatorily covered by the public sector workers regime 
or by a social protection regime of mandatory enrolment, 
need to be included in the member of statutory bodies 
regime. 

of restart. 

The rule for the basis of assessment, in case of restart of 
activity, was also modified, which will now correspond to 
the bracket of last October, if the cessation (of activity) 
occurred within the last 12 months, or to the first bracket, 
when the cessation (of activity) did not occur within the 
last 12 months. regime. 

Local and coastal fishing workers
Owners of local and coastal fishing vessels that integrate 
the list of crew and are engaged in professional activities 
in those vessels, harvesters of marine species and 
fishermen, are now covered by the general dependent 
workers regime, with the particularities for local and 
coastal fishing workers

last 12 months. 

coastal fishing workers.

The social security contribution rate of these workers was 
reduced from 33.3% to 29%.  

Note that these workers were covered by the independent 
workers regime.   “There is a significant 

reduction of expenses f p
with social 
contributions.”

Leendert Verschoor, Tax Partner
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4
Indirect Taxes

Restructuring of the reduced and intermediate 
VAT rates
All bottled waters, milk-based desserts and beverages, soft 

Excise Duties
Introduction of an excise duty on consumption of 
electricity. The tax rate, to be defined by Administrative 

drinks, juices and concentrates, prepared potatoes, as well 
as artistic and sporting events were excluded from “List I 
– reduced VAT rate”.

“List II – intermediate VAT rate” – now includes bottled 
waters, plain or sparkling, except waters with added 
flavours. On the other hand, canned fruits and 
horticultural goods, edible fats and oils, coffee, appetizers 

rule, may vary between 0 and 1 euro per MWh. This tax 
will be levied on traders, producers that sell electricity 
directly to the final consumers, self-producers and 
consumers that buy electricity through operations in 
organised markets.

A high increase of the maximum tax rates of excise duties, 
namely 4.6% on spirit drinks, 17.9% on petrol, 16.9% on horticultural goods, edible fats and oils, coffee, appetizers 

and snacks, restaurant services, take-away, microwave 
and ready meals, as well as renewable energies 
equipments are now excluded from this List. 

VAT taxable amount of operations between 
related parties
Insertion of an anti-avoidance rule with the purpose of 
eliminating the manipulation of the taxable amount and 

namely 4.6% on spirit drinks, 17.9% on petrol, 16.9% on 
methane and petrol gases, 53.8% on heating diesel and 
15% on cigars and cigarillos is expected.

Car Tax 
There is an increase of over 5% in the tax rates of the 
engine displacement element, while the tax rates 
regarding the environmental element are increased in 
approximately 13% for 2012eliminating the manipulation of the taxable amount and 

VAT assessment of operations between related parties 
with limited VAT deduction.

Gaseous fuels
The VAT general rules are now applicable to the sales of 
gaseous fuels. “A high increase 

i  VAT d E i  

approximately 13% for 2012.

in VAT and Excise 
Duties, along with 
a new excise duty 
on electricity is 
expected.”expected.

Susana Claro, Tax Partner 
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5
Real Estate Taxes

RET exemption for real estate with low 
registered tax value
The cap limit for the RET exemption to apply is increased, 

Real estate acquired by entities resident in black-
listed jurisdictions
Increase of 2% in the Real Estate Transfer Tax (RETT) 

from 2 to 2.2 times the social support index (IAS) in 
relation to the global gross income of the household for 
PIT purposes.

The application of the limit of 10 times the IAS annual 
value for all rural and urban real estate, owned by the 
same taxpayer, to benefit from the RET exemption has 
also been clarified. 

rate for real estate acquired by these entities (from 8% to 
10%).

Forfeiture of benefits
Having been assigned benefits with a forfeiture term, the 
statute of limitations term for RETT is counted only from 
the date on which the benefits expired.

also been clarified. 

Vacant real estate
Increased RET rates by three times when the urban real 
estate is vacant for a period over one year (until now, it 
was twice).

Real estate owned by entities resident in black-
listed j risdictions

RETT refund
Revocation of the mechanism established in the RETT 
code that allowed the taxpayer to claim a refund of the tax 
unduly paid to the Ministry of Finance, within four years 
after the assessment.

The taxpayer can still trigger administrative and judicial 
claims (such as complaint or appeal) with shorter listed jurisdictions

Real Estate held by entities that have fiscal domicile in 
countries, territories or regions subject to a clearly more 
favourable tax regime are taxed at 7.5% (currently up to 
5%).

Real estate taxable value (VPT) regular updating
The taxable value of real estate used for commercial, 

claims (such as complaint or appeal) with shorter 
deadlines, or ask for a reassessment by the tax authorities.

Changes in the Real Estate Tax (RET) rate
Both the minimum and maximum rates for urban real 
estate are increased by 0.1%, rising to 0.5% and 0.8% for 
real estate not yet valued according to the rules of the new 
code and 0.3% and 0.5% in case of urban real estate 
alread  al ed according to the same r les industrial and service purposes is now updated annually 

(currently in a triennial basis), based on the coefficients of 
currency devaluation. Remaining urban real estate 
continues to be updated on a triennial basis, based on 75% 
of the coefficients of currency devaluation.

Location coefficient
The maximum location coefficient is increased from 2 

already valued according to the same rules.

RET exemption for urban property for personal 
permanent dwelling
Only real estate with a taxable amount not exceeding                
125 000 euros can benefit from the exemption (compared 
to the current 236 250 euros) for a maximum period of     
3 years (currently 4 or 8 years, depending on the value), 

id d h h bl i f h d hi (and, in cases of high market value, 3) to 3.5. 

Valuation costs
Where the taxpayer requests an urban real estate 
valuation, the costs are at his charge where the contested 
taxable value remains the same or increases.

When the valuation is requested by a municipal authority 

provided that the taxable income of the taxpayer and his 
household of the previous year does not exceed               
153 300 euros for PIT purposes.

Real Estate owned by entities resident in black-listed 
jurisdictions cannot benefit from the referred exemption 
(currently they may benefit from the exemption when the 
annual agreed rent value is higher or equal to the amount When the valuation is requested by a municipal authority 

and their claim is not deferred, it is responsible for the 
valuation costs. On the other hand, the expenses related 
to the second valuation of these real estates increases by 
50%.

When a second valuation of rural real estate is requested, 
the taxpayer is responsible for the refund of the valuation 
costs to the tax authorities  when the taxable value 

corresponding to 1/15 of the taxable value for RET 
purposes (VPT) of the rented real estate).

22

costs to the tax authorities, when the taxable value 
remains the same or increases. 
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6
Stamp Tax

Forfeiture period
Extension of the forfeiture term from 4 to 8 years in case 
the stamp duty (“SD”) is levied on gratuitous or onerous 

Constitution of warranties 
A SD exemption is applicable in 2012 for warranties 
provided in favour of the State or Social Security 

transfers of real estate.

Special refund request
Revocation of the special refund request (to the Ministry 
of Finance) of SD unduly paid in the last 4 years. 

Consequently, the taxpayer may only submit 
administrative or judicial claims, which are subject to 

institutions, in relation to the payments of debt 
instalments, which may be collected under executive 
procedures, or relating to the recovery of tax and social 
security credits. 

Repo operations 
SD exemption is extended until 2012 in securities repos or 
similar rights exchanged in stock markets, as well as the administrative or judicial claims, which are subject to 

shorter terms, or request a reassessment by the tax 
authorities.

similar rights exchanged in stock markets, as well as the 
repo and fiduciary sales in guarantee, performed by 
financial institutions intermediated by central 
counterparts.
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7
Tax Benefits

Private Equity Companies (PEC) and  Private 
Equity Investors (PEI)
The tax regime applicable to PEC and PEI will be included 

Exclusions of the sunset clause
Certain tax benefits are no longer subject to the sunset 
clause stated in the Tax Benefit Statute (TBS), therefore, 

in a separate article to be included in the TBS. The regime 
remains unchanged (exemption from taxation on capital 
gains). This regime remains subject to the sunset clause 
and will be in force until December 2016.

Real Estate Investment Funds (REIF) – deduction 
of the Real Estate Tax (RET) to income from 
immovable property

will remain in force for undetermined period.  These 
include the tax benefits related to holding 
companies/”SGPS” (exemption from taxation on capital 
gains ) and re-organization and restructuring of 
companies (RETT, ST, notary and legal costs).

Tax regime of the holding companies (“SGPS”)
The tax regime of holding companies (“SGPS”) will remain immovable property

Expenses related to RET will be deductible when 
assessing the real estate income. Expenses incurred with 
conservation and maintenance of the rental property are 
already deductible.

Securities’ Funds (SF) – capital gains taxation
The tax rate applicable to capital gains obtained by SF will 
be increased to 21 5% (previously 10%)

The tax regime of holding companies ( SGPS ) will remain 
in force, with no alterations (exemption from taxation on 
capital gains).

Capital Gains realized by non-residents
The exemption from taxation (CIT and PIT) on capital 
gains obtained on the transfer of shares, other securities, 
autonomous warrants and derivatives now applies to 
entities resident in countries with which a Double be increased to 21.5% (previously 10%).

Intellectual Property – reduction of exempt 
income
For PIT purposes, income derived from literary, artistic 
and scientific property is subject to taxation on 50% of its 
value, net of other benefits. The amount excluded from 
taxation is capped at 20 000 euros (previously, 30 000 
e ros)

entities resident in countries with which a Double 
Taxation Treaty or a Tax Information Exchange 
Agreement is not in force. The exemption does not apply 
in case the non-resident is domiciled in a black listed 
jurisdiction.

euros).
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Tax Benefits

Madeira International Business Centre (MIBC)
The tax benefits granted to shareholders of entities 
licensed in the MIBC, namely the exemption from taxation 

Tax Regime for Investment Support (RFAI)
The tax regime for Investment Support (RFAI) is extended 
until 31 December 2012.

(PIT and CIT) on dividends paid and interest on 
shareholders loans are expressly repealed.

As from 1 January 2012, dividends and interest paid by 
MIBC entities to their shareholders will be subject to a 
withholding tax rate of 21.5% . Exemption on dividends 
may be available under Directive 90/435/EEC 
(Parent/Subsidiary Directive); a limitation of tax on 

R&D (SIFIDE II)
Eligible expenses related to allowances paid to personnel 
directly involved with R&D tasks are capped at 55% of the 
operational expenses incurred. The deductibility of these 
amounts is also capped at 90% of the respective value, in 
case of entities that are not micro, small or medium-sized 
companies. (Parent/Subsidiary Directive); a limitation of tax on 

dividends and interest may be available under the 
applicable Double Tax Treaty.

In addition, for all MIBC entities with a license issued 
under the regime foreseen in Article 36 of the TBS (license 
issued between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2013), 
the exemptions previously granted under the original 
MIBC regime (in force up to 31 December 2011) remain in 

companies.

Expenses incurred with the execution of R&D projects, 
and related with mandatory public contractual 
obligations, are eligible provided they are notified upfront. 

Expenses incurred with the acquisition, registration and 
maintenance of patents, essential for the performance of 
R&D activities and audits  will be accepted only for micro  MIBC regime (in force up to 31 December 2011) remain in 

force, up to 31 December 2020. Namely, numbers 4 to 20 
of Article 33 of the TBS, that foresee exemptions from ST 
and withholding tax on interest (except interest on 
shareholders loans, as above), royalties, technical 
assistance, information provided and related with an 
experience in the industrial, commercial and scientific 
sector, and services paid to non-resident entities, 
pro ided that these are related to the acti it  of the MIBC 

R&D activities and audits, will be accepted only for micro, 
small or medium-sized companies.

The deduction of R&D expenses requires that the entity 
develops agricultural, industrial or commercial activities 
or services, as its main business activity.

The applications should be submitted by the end of July of 
the ear follo ing the ear in hich the in estment as provided that these are related to the activity of the MIBC 

licensed entity.
the year following the year in which the investment was 
made.

Public transportation vehicles – extension of CIT 
exemption 
In 2012, the exemption from CIT on capital gains obtained 
on the sale of public passenger and goods transportation 
vehicles and taxis will be maintained, if re-investment of 
h l d i d h i i i f

“Eliminating the 
exemption on capital 

the sales proceeds is made on the acquisition of new 
vehicles produced not before 2011. The re-investment 
should be undertaken in the same tax year or up to the 
end of the second tax year to which the sale relates to.

The referred exemption is applicable to taxpayers licensed 
by the respective regulatory authority (mobility and 
terrestrial transportation – IMTT, I.P.).

gains realised by holding 
companies would be 
disadvantageous to our 
tax competitiveness, 
reinforcing the exit of f g f
Portuguese holdings” 

Maria Torres, Tax Partner
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Tax Benefits

Foreign pension funds – CIT exemption
Further the procedure set by the European Commission 
against Portugal (Case C-493/09), income obtained by 

Tax regime applicable to external loans
The CIT and PIT exemption, applicable on interest 
derived from “Schuldscheindarlehen” loan agreements 

pension funds established in another EU country or in a 
EEA Member State (bounded to administrative 
cooperation on tax matters), will be exempt from CIT. 

Foreign pension funds should cumulatively fulfil the 
following requirements:

• Exclusively assure the payment of retirement pensions 
granted from elderly, handicapped, surviving, pre-

signed by the Public Treasury Institute (“IGCP”), on 
behalf of the Portuguese Republic, provided the creditor is 
not resident in Portugal and has no permanent 
establishment herein to which the loan can allocated to, is 
extended to 2012.

The tax exemption depends on the verification by IGCP of 
the established requirements.granted from elderly, handicapped, surviving, pre

retired, health and post-employment benefits, and 
death benefits, when complementary and ancillary to 
the previously mentioned;

• Are managed by pension funds professional 
institutions to which Directive 2003/41/EC, of the 
European Parliament and Council, dated 3 June 2003, 
applies;

• Are the effective beneficiary of the income;

the established requirements.

Special tax regime applicable to debt securities 
issued by non-resident entities
PIT and CIT exemption on income from debt securities 
representing public and non-public debt issued by non-
residents is maintained. The exemption applies provided 
the income is considered to be obtained in the Portuguese 
territory  under Portuguese tax rules  and paid by the • Are the effective beneficiary of the income;

• In case of dividend distributions, the related 
shareholding should have been held for a consecutive 
1-year period.

Furthermore, proof should be made available to the entity 
responsible for the withholding tax, before the date in 
which income is made available, that all the necessary 
req irements are erified  These req irements sho ld be 

territory, under Portuguese tax rules, and paid by the 
Portuguese State as a guarantor of the obligations 
undertaken by the entities in which it owns a 
participation, together with other EU member states.

This exemption applies to effective beneficiaries that fulfil 
the requirements stated in the legal diploma of the debt 
securities regime.

requirements are verified. These requirements should be 
certified by a statement to be issued, confirmed and 
authenticated by the Member State regulatory authorities.

Repo operations
The CIT exemption on gains obtained by non-resident 
financial institutions on securities’ report operations, 
undertaken with resident credit institutions is maintained. 
The exemption applies provided such gains are not 
attributable to Portuguese permanent establishments of 
non-resident financial institutions.
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Tax Benefits

Cooperatives – tax regime changes
Further the revocation of the Cooperative Tax Statute 
(CTS), a new article, establishing the tax regime of 

Patronage donations – scientific investigation
Further the revocation of the Scientific Patronage Statute, 
it is now foreseen in the TBS the tax deductibility of 

cooperatives will be introduced in the TBS. 

The following cooperatives are exempt from CIT: 
cooperatives related to farming, housing, building, social 
related or to any other area of the cooperative sector, 
provided (i) 75% of the employees obtaining dependent 
income are members of the cooperative and (ii) 75% of the 
members of the cooperative are effectively providing 

donations attributed to associations related to activities of 
scientific investigation, media library, documentation 
centres, as well as laboratories, units of development and 
investigation, technological centres and communication 
entities aiming the scientific release.

The tax deduction is capped at 6/1000 of the amount of 
the sales or services rendered. Previously the Scientific members of the cooperative are effectively providing 

services to the cooperative.

Exemptions from RET, RETT, ST, previously foreseen in 
the CTS, are maintained. 

the sales or services rendered. Previously the Scientific 
Patronage Statute provided for an additional tax 
deduction of 30% of the donation, provided the 
beneficiary entities were owned or related to the State. 

Regional wine commissions – taxation of 
investment income
Investment income obtained by regional wine 
commissions will be taxed at 21 5% (previously  20%)commissions will be taxed at 21.5% (previously, 20%).

Sports, cultural and recreational associations –
limitation of exemption
Income obtained by sports, cultural and recreational 
associations is exempt from CIT provided the  total 
amount of gross income subject to taxation (and not 
exempt) obtained by these  associations does not exceed  
7 500 e ros (pre io sl  7 481 97 e ros)

“There are strong signs 
of support to economic 
growth, namely the 7 500 euros (previously, 7 481.97 euros).

Sports clubs – deduction to the taxable income
The amounts invested by sports clubs in new 
infrastructure, except when these investments result from 
subsidies received for this purpose, can be deducted to the 
taxable income, limited to 50% of the amount invested 
(previously, these amounts were deducted from the global 
i d f h l b i ddi i f h

g , y
maintenance of the tax 
regime for holding 
companies, as well as the 
tax benefits for business 
restructuring, creation of 
j b  R&D d i t t income, capped at 90% of the algebraic addition of the net 

income).  In case of insufficient taxable income, the 
deduction can be made until the end of the second year 
after which the investment was made.

The amounts spent by sports clubs on recreational sports 
activities and high performance sports are no longer tax 
deductible.

jobs, R&D and investment 
support” 

Rosa Areias, Tax Director
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Tax Benefits

Tax benefits maintained
The following tax benefits, as foreseen in the TBS, are to 
be kept, subject to the sunset clause:

Bank deposits
The tax regime applicable to income obtained from non-
negotiable bank deposits and deposit certificates issued or 

• Creation of jobs;
• Swaps, loans and deposits of foreign financial 

institutions;
• Elimination of double taxation on profits distributed 

by entities resident in Portuguese Speaking African 
Countries and East Timor;

• Regime applicable to securities’ funds, pension funds 

put in place for a period longer than 5 years, is revoked. 
Previously, this type of income was subject to PIT only for 
80% or 40% of its amount.

Inner land tax benefits
Inner land tax benefits are revoked. These tax benefits 
established reduced CIT rates (10% and 15%), RETT 
exemption, additional deductions of costs and extension Regime applicable to securities  funds, pension funds 

and retirement savings pension funds;
• Real estate investment funds, including those related 

to housing tenancy;
• Patronage (exception made to the Patronage applicable 

to information society);
• Regime applicable to urban buildings subject to 

rehabilitation;
• Regime applicable to buildings with reduced tax 

exemption, additional deductions of costs and extension 
of the period to carry forward tax losses, among others.

Private schools
The reduced CIT rate of 20% is revoked.

International scientific entities and associations
The possibility of the Ministry of Finance granting, upon 
request  a total or partial exemption from CIT to non- • Regime applicable to buildings with reduced tax 

registered value, owned by taxpayers with low income; 
• Regime applicable to buildings covered by touristic 

utility real estate projects;
• Exemption from PIT on interest from deposits in 

retirement savings accounts (in the part that 
corresponds to a balance not exceeding 10 500 euros);

• CIT exemption on income from stock savings funds;
Total or partial e emption from CIT or PIT on interest 

request, a total or partial exemption from CIT to non-
profit international scientific entities or associations with 
their headquarters in Portugal, is revoked.

Patronage to information society
The patronage regime applicable to information society is 
revoked. This regime allowed the tax deduction, capped at 
certain limits, of donations of IT equipment, software, 
training and cons ltanc  in the IT area • Total or partial exemption from CIT or PIT on interest 

from foreign loans and rents related to the location of 
imported equipment, due by the Portuguese State or 
by any other entities in direct or indirect relation with 
the Portuguese State;

• Regime applicable to financial services of public 
entities;

• Regime applicable to underground parking lots.

training and consultancy in the IT area.

Scientific Patronage Statute
The Scientific Patronage Statute was revoked. This regime 
will be established in the TBS.

Cooperative Tax Statute
The CTS has been revoked.  A new article foreseeing a 

i ll l d fi l i f i hnew, partially altered, fiscal regime for cooperatives has 
been introduced into the TBS.
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Tax Litigation

Terms in case of blacklisted jurisdictions
The time limit for tax corrections involving blacklisted 
jurisdictions is raised to 12 years (the general term is 4 

Increase of tax penalties
The general limits for tax penalties have been increased by 
50%, meaning new maximums of 165 000 euros, in case of 

years) and the limit for tax collections to 15 years (the 
general term is 8 years).

Anti-avoidance rules
The exceptional three-year term to initiate the procedure 
is revoked, thereby applying the general term. The 
procedure also becomes more flexible in terms of proof by 
the tax authorities.

dolus, and 45 000 euros, in case of negligence. 

There is also an increase of 50% of the amounts of specific 
tax penalties.

Moreover, the amount of penalty reductions, as well as the 
situations in which such reductions are granted, have 
been reduced. the tax authorities.

Rulings
Regarding urgent rulings, the response terms by the tax 
authorities have been extended to 30 days (from 15 days), 
to accept an urgent request, and to 120 days (from 60 
days), to provide the taxpayer with a binding position.

In addition  the underlying tax facts do not need to be 

been reduced.

There are new specific tax penalties regarding the transfer 
pricing documentation and the CFC regime, which ranges 
from 500 to 10 000 euros and, regarding omissions or 
inaccuracies regarding ruling requests, which ranges from 
375 to 22 500 euros, in case of urgent rulings, or a fourth 
of the previous amounts, in case of non-urgent rulings. 

In addition, the underlying tax facts do not need to be 
previous to the request any longer.  

As to fees, the maximum amount is increased from 10 200 
to 25 500 euros .

In case of non-urgent rulings, the response term is 
extended from 90 days to 150 days. 

Tax Crimes 
Prison sentences for individual taxpayers have been 
increased in case of fraud (from 3 to 5 years) and qualified 
fraud above 200 000 euros (from 5 to 8 years), which may 
lead to serving effective jail time.

Duplication of maximum fines for corporate taxpayers, in 
case of ta  fra d and c stoms fra dcase of tax fraud and customs fraud.

In addition, an (illegal) activity that leads to an economic 
tax gain above 50 000 euros is considered as qualified 
fraud. 

The concept of criminal association is extended to entities 
that support any form of criminal association.

Late payment interest
The maximum three-year term for late payment interest is 
revoked and such interest is due until the actual payment 
of the tax debt.

The late interest payment rate is duplicated (around 12%), 
in case the tax authorities or the taxpayers do not comply 

“Tax fraud and evasion 
will be combated with a 
significant hardening 
of the tax penalties, along 
with the introduction of the 

with a Court decision. concept of intermediary.”

Jaime Esteves, Tax Lead Partner
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Tax Litigation

Tax amnesty – CIT and PIT (“RERT III”)
The Budget foresees the introduction of a new tax 
amnesty, incentivising the declaration of assets that are 

Exchange of information between the tax 
authorities and Social Security
Social Security will electronically inform the tax 

located abroad, until 31 December 2010, and determining 
the payment of a flat rate of 7.5% on the corresponding 
values for which the actual repatriation is no longer 
necessary.

The term for the tax amnesty is 30 June 2012.

This regime grants the exoneration of the responsibility 

authorities, until the end of February of each year, about 
all amounts paid to beneficiaries in the previous year, 
including information, per beneficiary, about pensions, 
scholarships and professional training supports, rental 
subsidies and additional housing support.

This regime grants the exoneration of the responsibility 
for fiscal infractions and, within the relevant assets, 
includes shareholdings and other securities.

In the absence of the declaration, as well as in case of 
omissions and inaccuracies, the tax due is subject to an 
increase of 60%, instead of 50%. 

Tacit non-approval  Tacit non-approval  
The tacit non-approval term of a taxpayer’s claim is 
reduced from 6 to 4 months, allowing taxpayers to submit 
a judicial appeal more rapidly in the absence of response 
by the tax authorities.

Instalments
Possibility of requiring the payment in instalments until 
the date of the sale of pa ned assetsthe date of the sale of pawned assets.

E-mail address
CIT and regular VAT taxpayers need to have an e-mail 
address, until 31 March 2012, as notifications are to be 
made via e-mail.   

Non resident entities
i i hi h id i h d lEntities which are resident in the EU or EEA do no longer 

need to appoint a fiscal representative. 
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